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Abstract Under the different sides of discussion on the tracking, we attempted to understand how teachers and administrators evaluate tracking system in their school. We gathered data from teachers who employed in one of the government mandated schools in west part of Turkey. In this single case study, we collected data from 16 teachers, 1 administrator and 1 school counselor through the semi-structured interviews. The school that we gathered data has long term tracking experience on secondary level. We analyzed the data through a descriptive analyze method and discussed the results under the light of theoretical base. According to the findings, teachers usually define tracking as dividing students according to their abilities, intelligences, academic achievement levels or potential situations. The pros of the applications are improving upper class students’ success, while the cons’ are some of the psychological side effects and damages on students. Teachers also mentioned that relationship among classes is disconnected. And, usually there is more discipline problems in lower ability group class, while a teacher emphasized that there are different type of discipline problems in different ability classes.
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1. Introduction

Nowadays, most of us have been recalling the first concepts related to elementary school is “the set of the lazy ones and the hardworking ones”. These concepts are sometimes constructed by dividing inside the class, or sometimes transformed into “the class of the lazy ones and the hardworking ones”. Although all these concepts just seem innocent memories belong to school, they represent a complicated pedagogical phenomenon basically. This phenomenon is a practice called “tracking” which is sometimes named as a “method”, “technique”, or “process”. Ability grouping is an administration of collecting the students regarding their academic achievement and other skills in homogeneous sets and arrange the teaching and learning techniques regarding to these sets [27]. Tracking, on the other hand, reveals itself a special form of ability grouping and students are educated by being divided for their qualifications. Tracking implies a permanent assignment to a sequence of courses for students at a certain ability level, while ability grouping allows students to move into and out of grouping assignments at any time given demonstration of new capabilities [21].

Tracking is the practice of dividing students into separate classes for high, middle, and low academic achievement levels. Although teachers and administrators generally assume that tracking promotes overall student achievement and all students will be better met when they learn in groups with similar capabilities, it is still paradoxical term of humanist pedagogy [57, 58, 68]. In the last three decades, there is an ongoing debate in educational research about tracking of students into different learning groups according to their perceived abilities [2, 5]. Tracking in schools as a form of segregated provision based on previous performance has generated debate internationally [6, 30]. Tracking practices conflict with personal and professional beliefs about quality or commitments to equality [15].

Tracking is seen as the best way to supply academic individual needs and to handle with individual differences. There are some authors who agree that by grouping students together who share the same learning capabilities will help them gain a deeper and meaningful learning experience [48]. According to them, tracking has been implemented as a way of providing all children better education whose need vary in population [16, 39]. This concept is also related with differentiated curriculum, which implies individualization and every student need different kind of curricula according to their ability or achievement level. A second assumption that leading to tracking is that less-capable students will suffer emotional as well as educational damage from daily classroom contact, interaction, and competition with their brighter peers. Lowered self-concepts and negative attitudes toward learning are widely considered to be result of mixed-ability grouping for slower learners [45, 61]. It is also widely assumed that students can be placed in tracks and groups both accurately and fairly. Tracking is emphasized
particularly for high-achieving and gifted students’ academic interests [12].

However, effects of tracking on psychosocial outcomes remain uncertain [5]. There are some people who believe that students need to remain at the same pace of learning as others their age because of social factors. They argue that less able students lose the opportunity to benefit from positive peer effects, and they argue that being labeled as less able communicates low expectations, which may become self-fulfilling [22, 63]. Furthermore, grouping and tracking rarely add to overall achievement in a school, but they often contribute and reproduce to inequality as well and contributing to the social reproduction of elite and underclass groups in society [12]. Typically, it means that high-track students are gaining and low-track students are falling farther behind (Alpert & Beckar, 2014). Also, research on general and domain-specific academic self-concepts has shown that the average achievement of the learning group (e.g., class or school) influences students’ self-image [e.g., 40, 44, 47]. Therefore, the effects of ability grouping on academic self-concept are therefore usually negative for highly able students and positive for lower achieving students [e.g., 26, 46, 62, 65].

Administrations of ability grouping and tracking were legalized after a suggestion of “dividing students into different groups in some subjects” in elementary school curriculum of 1968 in Turkey [17]. It was followed by the curricula of 1995. This dividing was suggested to be used in mathematics and Turkish courses [51]. However, there was no expression regarding “tracking” in the elementary school curriculum of 2005-2006 academic year and it was not suggested to apply this procedure. These practices seem to very old when its Western history is examined. At first, tracking system was arranged by a teacher with the aim of using the time effectively during the class and helping the students for their needs [55]. Starting with the literate and illiterate students, later this division was affected by economical and industrial changes, and increased and varied with the given preference to raise the needed labor force aimed by the schools [42].

It is possible to state various different reasons and criteria regarding the emergence of administration of tracking. Basically it is asserted that ability grouping ease the teaching process and every student benefits from educational facilities as he or she needs via this practice [19, 22, 33, 34, 41, 56]. On the other hand, there are also studies revealing that the practice mediated bringing the students having low socio-economic status together and providing them less education in low ability classes via employment of inexperienced teachers or less comprehensive courses [6, 8, 33, 42, 50, 53, 66]. While there are lots of studies investigating the effects of tracking system on students’ academic and affective qualities [1, 5, 6, 7, 11, 13, 14, 27, 29, 31, 34, 35, 36, 38, 41, 60, 63, 64, 69], there is only one research [27] examining teachers’ opinions which are active agents in these practices and sometimes decision makers. In the light of these findings, the current study was focused on a school using tracking system, and a comprehensive investigation was done through the opinions of class and subject teachers.

1.1. Aim of the Study

The main aim of the study is to determine teachers’ opinions about “tracking” system applied in their elementary school. Through this basic aim, answers for the following questions were searched:

- What are the elementary school teachers’, subject teachers’, school counselors’ and school administrators’ opinions regarding to
  1. the meaning of the concept of tracking class (level class),
  2. strengths and weaknesses of tracking system,
  3. whether this application is serving to raise the labor force the society needs or not,
  4. the effects of tracking on friendships?

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Design of the Research

Design of the current study is based on a case study as a type of qualitative research. Case study is defined as a detailed investigation of a key phenomenon, event or a situation serving as a model [24]. This study is regarded as case study due to focusing on class and subject teachers’, school counselors’, and school administrators’ opinions in only one school. This school that was regarded in this case study is a public school having high mean of successful scores in Aydın, which is a city in the west part of Turkey. Tracking system was applied by considering students’ 5th grade scores in their transcripts and according to their transcripts, low, middle, and high level classes were created.

2.2. Participants

Participants of the study are 11 subject teachers, 4 elementary school teachers, 1 school counselor, 1 school administrator, and an assistant director of II. stage elementary school while also having a duty of being a class teacher, from a school where tracking system is applied. Maximum variation sampling was used to select participants as a type of purposive sampling.

2.3. Measurement Tools

Data were collected via “Semi-Structured Interview Forms” created by researchers. Interview forms were constructed after examining related studies [18, 28, 36, 60, 63]. Interview forms were developed into some phases in the study. At the first stage, informal interviews on ability grouping between classes were conducted with teachers and
students. At the second phase, preliminary interview forms were sent to two experts who are already led a studies on ability grouping. At the last phase, feedbacks were evaluated and final versions of interview forms were composed by researchers. There were parallel but in different number questions were settled in the different interview forms given to teachers, school counselor, principal, and students. There are 29 questions in subject teachers' interview form, 18 questions in school counselor’s interview form, 11 questions in class teachers’ interview form, and 21 questions in school principal’s interview form. At the all stages of developing instruments, literature reviews were done by researchers/ authors. As Miles and Huberman [52] quoted concepts defined ahead by researchers, complex, multilevel, overloading cases need a lot of detailed instrumentation. That’s why detailed set of questions were processed for data collecting. In addition, detailed interview forms lead to get detailed data and support internal validity in qualitative research.

2.4. Collecting Data and Analysis

Interviews occurred one to one in various places of the school. Duration of interviews varied regarding to type of forms used. They took approximately 45 minutes for subject teachers and school counselor, 15 minutes for class teachers, and 40 minutes for school administrator. In most part of the interviews, voice recorders were used and notes were taken. In school garden, however, only notes were taken considering the noise around.

For the analysis of data collected via interviews, descriptive analysis as types of qualitative analysis techniques [32] was used. Answers gathered from the interview questions analyzed in 8 different categories. During the process of creating a report of qualitative data, reliability was increased by quoting the exact interviews related with findings. Gender of quoted individuals mentioned in parenthesis. Another way of increasing reliability is triangulation [49, 52]. The current study used analyst triangulation which is described as using multiple analysts to review findings [55] by researchers. For this process, two researchers scored the texts separately and then internal consistency was examined between the analyses. The situations examined under different categories were discussed and tried to be agreed upon them by using “agreed/ (agreed + not agreed)” formula to calculate the agreement between the researchers [52]. In this study, internal consistency between the researchers was found as. 92. In this research, respondents’ names were excluded and given codes to present data such as CT for class teachers, ST for subject teachers, and SA for school administrator. At the data collecting process, same interview forms were used by three researchers/authors for providing consistency among researchers.

3. Results

3.1. The meaning of the Concept of Tracking (Level Class)

The answers of the questions “What does the tracking (level class) mean for you?” and “What does the concept of tracking evoke in you?” asked to 11 subject teachers for the perceived meaning of tracking as a concept examined. The answers focused on “classifying the students” as observed. Six teachers defined tracking as classifying students regarding to their success, 2 teachers regarding to their capacities, 1 teacher regarding to their knowledge, 1 teacher regarding to their intelligences, and another teacher defined the concept as separating hardworking and not hardworking students. Examples of subject teachers’ opinions about the meaning of tracking mentioned below:

ST: It’s separation of the student in terms of his/her knowledge, behavior, ...in fact, behavior is not taken into consideration so much, it’s separation regarding to his/her knowledge... without looking the behavior. If behavior was taken into consideration, different students could have been in different classes (Male).

ST: (It’s) Gathering the same level of students. (It’s) Grouping the children regarding to their intelligences, in the way of the best, middle and the worst classes. However, after looking the previous experiences of that practice, we don’t do that anymore. There is no such thing in classes of this year (Female).

ST: (It’s) Gathering the same level of students. (It’s) Examined in terms of the achievement, not for the person, such as low level, high level (Female).

School counselor stated her opinion in that way:

SC: Tracking means that classifying students regarding to their achievement. (It’s) Gathering good, middle, and willingly or unwillingly, bad students in a class. Generally the criterion is academical achievement.

Class teachers’ opinions about the meaning of tracking were similar to subject teachers’ opinions. One teacher defined tracking as “groups of level” (Male), another defined as “educating children regarding to their capacity and level” (Male), and two teachers defined as “classifying children regarding to their academic achievement” (Male, Female).

CT: Groups of level is educating children regarding to their capacity and level. Intelligence, environment, demographical background determines their levels. In first stage, class of a level is definitely not created. It only be created at 6th, 7th, and 8th grades, but it cannot be done at 1st, 2nd and 3rd grades. Different practices can be given to children in class without making understood, though (Male).

Teachers’ opinions about the meaning of the concept of “tracking” summarized below:
Table 1. Meaning of “tracking”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject teachers</th>
<th>Class teachers</th>
<th>School Adm.</th>
<th>School counselor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>... success /academic achievement</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... capacity</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... knowledge</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... intelligence</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... hardworking</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... groups of levels</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td><strong>11</strong></td>
<td><strong>4</strong></td>
<td><strong>1</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2. Strengths and Weaknesses of Tracking

Examination of answers of subject teachers’ opinions about strengths and tracking revealed that teachers emphasized this practice increased academic achievements of especially high-level classes (five teachers). One teacher expressed that they reached their goals in shorter time, two teachers stated that this practice created educational opportunities which are appropriate to child’s level, one teacher declared that employees are raised as society needed via tracking, another reported that this application is parallel to others done by Turkish Educational System, and other claimed that if there were an opportunity to change students’ classes constantly, it would become a motivating application for students.

Regarding to answers given for weaknesses of tracking, basically the answers focused on that the students in low level classes are negatively affected psychologically by the application (six teachers). Besides this focus, one teacher stated that they cannot do lessons efficiently in low level classes, another added that the competition in high level classes affects students’ friendships, one reported that more effort should be put to reach goals in low level classes, other told that teachers’ motivation is very low when they do lessons in low level classes and students’ behavior problems increase in these classes due to that there is no role model for students, sometimes high-level classes humiliate and give name to students in those classes, and another teacher expressed that this application created discrimination and it will create unwanted results for public dynamics.

Some of the answers regarding the strengths and weaknesses of tracking reported by teachers are mentioned below:

**ST:** If the classes are changed constantly, there may be an advantage of it. If the child knows his/her class will be changed, s/he may put effort to move up to next class. I think its disadvantages are more than its advantages on the child’s psychology, though. There is no such thing in pedagogy. In anyway, a successful student is successful. There is no his/her upper position. S/he will compete with his/her own class. If there were any other students unsuccessful, there might be children wanting to study by looking at them. Yet, feeling of being excluded, that “I’m lazy” occurs in children when they are in a separate class. For instance, it happened so much in 8th graders of this year (Female).

**SC:** Their weakness is learned helplessness. It is too hard to motivate them regardless what you do. Colleagues (teachers are referred) make comparisons. It causes so much harm. Its (tracking) strength is, (providing) more comfortable class atmosphere and more number of questions for the students in middle or good level classes. However, there is pedantry and arrogance in these children. They see themselves as superior. We experience behavior problems among 8th graders much in these days. There are no academic problems. The luckiest children are the ones in middle class now. Last year, one of my students did not move to upper class even s/he could do it. They are so harsh to each other. We see that in interviews with the children. They react us even when we arrange trips, by saying “why do you start with this and that section?”. Thus, they have feelings of incompetence, and being excluded. Regardless how much you have talked to them, you cannot change it. I start with low level classes for trips. I give responsibilities. I give duties with safety uniforms, emblems, etc. on 23th of April. They are the most tired ones, but they become so happy.

Four class teachers expressed their opinions as below:

**CT:** Some children became withdrawn. Although the child must have been in a good class, s/he could not move there after the exam. S/he had been withdrawn for two years. Children in the best situation were the top ones of the class. I think they lose their selves. The group culture of the class cannot be created in 10-15 days, because solidarity occurs on 7th-8th day. Yet, the conflicts with other classes happen (Male).

**CT:** As I am the class teacher, students come to me to take my opinions in every subject. Yet I observed their unhappiness when they come after tracking applied. They say, “Teacher, they said that I am lazy!”, “Come on my child, it is not true!” , “But, they said I cannot go to that class, can I?” (Female).

Besides these, a class teacher reported that there is no weakness of the application, and another stated that there is no strength:

**CT:** Here I totally decided that, my priory graduated students were classified ones, this year I will make another classified ones graduate, definitely and certainly, indisputably, it is not correct. I understood that better due to that I am the class teacher of 8-B. I understood that better
from children’s reproaches, discomforts, and psychological conditions. It is not a good thing. It is not a good thing to discriminate for the sake of society. More particularly, discriminating in the setting of education is definitely not a good thing (Male).

CT: I don’t think that it has a bad side. I think it is positive. When we look at the education system in Europe, for instance Germany, there are gymnasiuims. They are equal to science high schools here. Germans do that. Students going these schools create the upper class of Germany as bureaucrats, engineers. Others going to normal high schools have simple jobs such as bank employers, etc. In Turkey, workers in banks are usually graduated from engineering studies of top schools but they do not their jobs while going to banks and work there. Turkey is totally a country of coincidences but Europe does this (Male).

School administrator referred to some of strong and weak points of the practice as below:

SA: We experienced the drawbacks of the practice stemming from the teachers or parents. Let’s say three classes, 8-A, 8-B, 8-C. 8-A is the best class, 8-B is the lowest class, and 8-C is in the middle. Teacher of 8-B can be offended by saying “why these children are with me?”, as an example. It could be different if s/he communicates with those children in their languages, or behaves to win them. Yet, the same is necessary for teacher of 8-A, I mean, the students there are the good ones, but they need a special interest, too. In this case, guidance, school counseling, teaching is important. You should not let everyone become teachers. You should not let everyone become administrators, too. You should discard me. You should examine my psychology, is it intact, or not? Am I a schizophrenic, or not?

Teachers’ opinion about strengths and weaknesses of the application is summarized below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strengths</th>
<th>Weaknesses</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>increased academic achievements (f=5 ST)</td>
<td>Students in low classes negatively affected psychologically (f=6 ST; 2 CT, 1SC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>increasing educational opportunities (f=2 ST, 1 SA, 1SC)</td>
<td>Can not do lessons efficiently in low level classes’ (f=2 ST)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reaching goals shorter time (f=1 ST)</td>
<td>Competition in high level classes affects students’ friendship (f=1 ST, 1 SC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>employees are raised as society needed (f=1 ST)</td>
<td>Teachers motivation low in low level classes, (f=1 ST, 1 SA)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>parallel to education system (f=1 ST)</td>
<td>No role models in low classes (f=1 ST)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if there was an opportunity to change students’ classes constantly, it would become a motivating application (f=1 ST)</td>
<td>Humiliation and giving names to classes, creating discrimination (f=1 ST; 1 CT)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

No weakness (1 CT) No strengths (1 CT)

3.3. About the Claim of that Tracking Makes Addition to Raising the Qualified Labor Force Which Society Needs

Five subject teachers agreed with the opinion that tracking makes addition to raising the qualified labor force which society needs. One of those agreed teachers pointed out that the education system is already separating with the exams of such as Anatolian High School, Science High School, and the practice in the school is a little model of that general administration.

ST: Yet the state already does this with its own examinations. It encourages this in any way. It takes its needed brain team from science high schools. The state already does this in other high schools as well (Male).

ST: In fact, it can be correct. It can be rational. The ones in the best classes have high goals. Such as science high schools, Adnan Menderes Anatolian High School, and so on. They see themselves as they are superior. I made them write an essay asking their goals, expectations from the life. They have such goals like being the best heart surgeon in the world. The others have no goals. They don’t know what they do. They spend their time aimlessly. The good students in bad class try to leave from there (Female).

ST: Correct. The students left are better, they are the ones who can reach better places, but it depends, still it might change in the future (Female).

However, four teachers do not agree with this opinion regarding with the tracking. While a teacher expressed that there is no need for tracking to create this labor force, other stated that there is already a separation made via the exams of Anatolian High Schools and Science High Schools, elementary education is early for such an administration. Another teacher added that this practice focuses on the teaching of particular subjects rather than raising qualified people needed by society. Also, a teacher’s opinion is that as tracking is an application focused on exam achievement, it does not make an addition to raising the qualified people needed by society.

ST: When you exclude everything like student’s psychology, thinking only in terms of achievement -we say it as “to become a robot” with students, this application is very nice. Of course, it makes one reach that goal. However, it is not the goal anymore. It is not the expected student model in society anymore. We see that in the new curriculum, too. Let me give an example from my course, being knowledgeable about verbs, nouns, adjectives is not the only expected thing for a child anymore. The aim is to raise a child who is reading, commenting, aware of the world which does not need tracking anymore (Female).

School counselor’s opinion is that tracking does not service for raising the people who have the needed qualities by society.

SC: A system having a prepared substructure is necessary. Vocational technical education is deplorable. Children do not want to go there. It does not provide further facilities. Owing to that, I cannot advise vocational education to
parents. Intermediate members are needed. Yet, substructure is not ready. Also, grouping according to parent’s jobs was never made, while there are some schools arranging groups according to their status. This is huge inequality. The people whom society needs cannot be raised in that way.

School administrator expressed his thoughts as below:

SA: In this system, what everyone wants is their child would become the best. Yet, are the five fingers of a hand same? No, of course each child’s abilities, intelligence, emotions, thoughts are different. Though, yesterday there was Ziya Baran’s “Fast Reading Techniques and Concept Maps” conference we went. While computer operator was writing behind him and projecting 30 idioms to cinevision, Baran told these 30 idioms almost without looking at there. Then you say by mixing their order, he also tells them. This means he creates their shapes in his mind as concept maps. How many people in Turkey can do that? I mean, I can do it, you can also do it but we need training for that. Of course all of our children will become doctors, judges, prosecutors, teachers, machinists, farmers, salespeople... everything they will become. In fact, our education system provides a regulation according to that but everyone targets science high schools nowadays. Everyone targets Anatolian high schools. Everyone targets to become a doctor, judge, engineer. This is not possible, though. I’m looking at my own schools. Everyone taught different teachers give courses of different levels and do the subjects in their subjects in every class in the best way they can do, only equal opportunities are provided in our school. We didn’t give different teachers to A and B classes. Everyone taught the same subjects in every class in the best way they can do, only there were some differences in terms of processes of courses (Female).

Moreover, two subject teachers mentioned that the same teachers give courses of different levels and do the subjects similarly which causes the students not taking education regarding their abilities.

ST: I think it won’t provide. I don’t know exactly. Actually, equal opportunities are provided in our school. We didn’t give different teachers to A and B classes. Everyone taught their subjects in every class in the best way they can do, only there were some differences in terms of processes of courses (Female).

ST: Everyone is provided the same opportunity, not different. There is nothing differently taught (Female).

School administrator expresses his opinion as below:

SA: No, their abilities are not taken into consideration. Painting, music, sports, etc. are not examined (Female).

ST: Nowadays while preparing the level classes, abilities are not examined but their achievement in basic four courses. Not the abilities. When I say ability, proclivity to painting, music, arts or social studies, science, etc. comes to my mind. Yet, these were not considered while creating the level classes. Thus, ability is not regarded, it is a different subject (Female).

Table 3. Tracking makes addition to raising the qualified labor force which society needs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agreed</th>
<th>Disagreed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject teachers</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class teachers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Adm.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Counselor</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Regarding to What Extent Tracking System Provides Educational Facilities for Students’ Abilities

All of nine subject teachers answered the question of “Do you think that educational facilities are provided to students regarding their abilities with tracking system?” expressed that it does not provide such an opportunity. Seven subject teachers expressed that only academic achievement but not the abilities considered as a criterion in tracking system. When answers were examined, regarding academic achievement is thought to be based on Turkish language, science, social studies, and English language courses. Therefore, teachers state that students are not divided by the courses revealing their ability but their academic achievement in specific courses.

Table 4. Educational facilities are provided to students’ regarding their ability

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agreed</th>
<th>Disagreed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject Teachers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class Teachers</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Adm.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Counselor</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.5. Characteristics of Relationships between Students in Different Classes

Five of the nine teachers stated that the relationships between students in different classes are “poor” or “disconnected” while answering the question of “How are the relationships between students in different level classes?”

ST: It’s disconnected. Previously it was said that “go to your class” to Class A’s students. They are children, naturally they are spoiled... Yet, I intervened to their talk like this. Such bad talks were happened obviously. Standing off from the students of other classes was happened. However, most of these children are in the same after-school support centers, they are together in school, their parents are seeing each other in their homes. I mean, this disconnectedness would also happen without level classes (Male).

ST: I say something, in the graduation party; students of 8-C and 8-B did not want to be together. They did not want a party occurring on the same day. This reveals the gap between them. Think the students of A when Bs are like this. With this kind of separation, they are clamped together (in their classes), but they did not make any interaction with others. They become clamped together against others (Male).

ST: It’s very bad. Naturally there will be the feelings of superiority, just like saying that our level is a bit, a little lower than other class. There is no interaction between them, I observe that. S/he does not know her/his friend’s name, even in 8th grade, as an example. They are three classes at total. A student in Class C does not know the name of another student in Class A, for instance (Female).

A teacher (Female) mentioned that “there are students who have continuous relationships with the students of other class, and also there are some do not have that”, another teacher stated that they are harmonious in their own classes, other added that they embrace their classes in time, and also another declared that their relationships are well between different classes.

ST: There is not much discrimination. Due to that they were in the same class for 5 years, they wait each other near the door during the break (Female).

ST: There were some students continuing their friendships began in the first five years, but there were some humiliating others, do not speak to them, saying “you are lazy, we do not talk with you” even as a joke after changing their classes. Yet, it is not possible to generalize it, there were some coming to us complaining like “Teacher, they say this and that to us” but they were 4 or 5 students (Female).

School counselor’s observation about students’ relationship with each other as below:

SC: There is not so much interaction between each other. It changed accordingly the results of their exams. The 6th graders of this year are better. We applied two exams in the first administration and changed the groups but later the City Administrator of National Education removed them.

School administrator comments on this subject as below:

SA: The relationship between the students of different classes, but we experience the problems inside the classes. Especially this year, we wondered that whether it was due to their developmental period, adolescent years. This year we saw more, children tried to impede each other rather than competing. Especially clever, good students did that. We could not find a solution to that, with guidance service, or administration, though. This year is especially harder for me. There are harms on wooden chairs of school costing 2 billion Turkish liras. Children inscribed on desks, wrote names. It is not a place for that, for instance. We did a school night. We did decoration costing 450 million liras. Children said that “Can we pop the balloons?”. I said, “Help yourself.” All of the graduating children broke them into pieces as if they went to a war, with vindictiveness, like taking revenge. And I said to myself, we do something wrong to those children, because children are filled up with stress all the time. What will you say, exam stress, or grade stress, put a name on it, I won’t do that. But now, we don’t give anything to children to make their energy, their effort be consumed. Child cannot do a box match, wrestle, or swim properly. All the time courses, courses and courses, exams, exams, and exams, grades, grades and grades. I am not the responsible one for that. Yet we are one of the best schools in Aydın in terms of students’ behaviors, I mean, according to my observations. Maybe we are not the best, but we are among the best ones.

Teachers’ opinions about relationships between students in different classes are summarized below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Poor</th>
<th>Well</th>
<th>It can be change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject teachers</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class teachers</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School Administrator</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School counselor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6. Whether the educational process differs among the different levels of classes according to subject teachers’, class teachers’ and school administrator’ opinions

All subject teachers except one of them mentioned that there are differences between the high level class and other classes in terms of educational process. While two of the teachers expressed that they simplify the teaching in lower classes, four teachers stated that there are differences in terms of the number of questions and their difficulty levels, one added that s/he consider the differences between classes while arranging the activities, another declared that there are differences among the different levels of classes in terms of the time spent to teach each subjects.

ST: It shows differences from time to time. I sometimes give the same examples. But especially in the better class, if the children can accomplish them with their prior knowledge, I give examples harder to comprehend without covering next
grades’ topics (Female).

ST: I give more complex examples at 8a expecting them to solve the questions. I follow through harder questions starting from easier ones in 8b. I only give easy examples at c. They reach to the solution after several steps in 8a. The question of the topic comes immediately. The children surpass my flow sometimes (Male).

In different level classes, not only the amount and difficulty of the covered questions, but also the disciplinary problems and class atmosphere in the same lessons differentiated the classes. A teacher pointed out that there are different problems in different levels whereas 7 teachers stated that the main problem in lower level classes is disciplinary ones.

ST: There are disciplinary and behavioral problems in the classes we label as worse. There are both outside of the class, between the peers, and in the class problems through disturbing their desk mates (Female)

ST: I do not experience it in b. I experience it very little in C. The class with the most frequent problems is a. The children can get distracted easier as they give up. The problem is not disrespect but pertness, levity, and not listening to the lessons (Male)

ST: I do not experience disciplinary problems. I experience problems in 8B. There are no notebooks or books. The come and go. I cannot provide enough supply through giving pencils or notebooks. They find coming to school meaningless or empty. We experienced several problems in these terms with 8A. They perceive themselves as superior. I experience problems with 8C (Female)

Three class teachers stated their opinions about the topic as follows:

CT: children in upper level classes force the teacher to explain more elaborate as they investigate and question, which is natural. This is what should be (Male).

CT: I do not think there is such a thing. But it may be conducted unintentionally in practice. There is no point bringing an upper level experiment to a lower class. The children cannot understand regardless of your actions (Male)

CT: Prejudice. It is the good class- bad class thinks the teacher. The teacher thinks how to spend one hour as s/he enters the class. S/he enters the best class feeling contented, enters reluctantly to the others (Male)

The school administrator stated his/her opinions about the topic as follows:

SA: Now I enter the lessons. I mean I accompany one of my teacher friends in his/her class for 3 hours or 5 hours. The teacher meets my expectations about his/her performance when I am present. I... Being a teacher is such an occupation that it’s about dignity. Do you sleep without a clear conscience because of the endeavor I made, or the things you have did? Don’t you? This is the point.

Teachers’ opinions about if “educational process differs among the different levels of classes” is summarized below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agreed</th>
<th>Disagreed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject teachers</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class teachers</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School administrator</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School counselor</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.7. Attitudes of Teachers towards Students and Lessons in Different Level Classes According to Subject Teachers, Class Teachers, and School Administrator

A teacher stated that there is no difference between the different level classes, whereas nine teachers stated that teachers’ attitudes towards students and lessons differentiated between the classes. According to teachers, the main reason for teachers’ different behaviors in different level classes is that the structures of these classes are quite different than each other. The teachers highlighted that “they make more effort” (Male), “they feel nervous because of the possibility of missing the due time of the topics” (Female) especially in the lower level classes.

ST: Yes. I think, even the ones that claim they do not do, they do not explain differentially, they consider that now I go this class, oh what will I do, how will I spent 40 minutes as they go to the class, even without reflecting it to the children. But we try not to reflect it to the children. It happens in our minds. Let me give an example from myself. I try to behave fairly as much as I can but sometimes I happen to say “children, I solved this question in the other classes as well, it is not that hard.” Even if I claim never doing it, this is the most innocent one. Sometimes now we leave professional aspect we are human beings too it is reflected. But I am sure that there are people doing more serious things than this.

ST: of course there is, isn’t it? I enter 6A and shout more, I enter 6 C and shout less. The child behaves in that way. 2-3 of them are unconcerned. It is needed to gather their attention. Of course I raise my voice. There is one called Ayşegül who does not sit. It happens more at 8th grades (Male).

ST: The community of students effects the teacher too. The teacher’s behavior may be different especially in the middle classes. But this arises from the students. I do not think so (Male)

ST: Let me talk from my own terms. I mean, there are times that they push our patience. But you try to overcome these obstacles somehow (Female)

ST: It is reflected naturally. Now there is such a thing. When you cannot lower yourself to their level, which is difficult in some lessons. I mean there is no need to give names. Now it is indicated in the curriculum that such conditions will be generated, or drawn. The teacher tries to accomplish these conditions. In the good class, which is A, the teacher draws, they draw. In the other class, you need to try again and again and again. This instinctively reflects tiredness, or negative behavior, or a negative behavior
against this class to the teacher. Sure, this depends on the teacher’s conscience level. This happens; I cannot say it does not (Male).

Teacher: I did not see. It has never happened. This class can strain a human sometimes. You spent so much effort. I can say that this class strains, becomes hard (Female).

The school counselor stated her opinions about the topic as follows:

SC: I have never observed this. The teacher enters the class aiming not to become angry, and to motivate. But s/he unavoidably starts being angry. Or s/he enforces children to change their behavior. I think they do not enter classes biased.

One class teacher expressed her opinions about the question as follows:

CT: there is not a big difference. The teacher friends here do not hinder the lecture discriminating between the classes. Because the topics covered in the good class are all present in other classes as well (Male).

Opinions of the school administrator about the question can be stated as follows:

SA: Unfortunately. I mean the problem is this. The source of the main problem is this. For instance a teacher says in the past years. We get graduated 8th grades this year. The newly arrived teacher complains “the children in 7B do not comprehend as good as the children in 7A. So I do not want to enter the lessons of 7B.” Yet we know that the children cannot comprehend as good as them. Yet this is our aim. But the new teacher does not internalize this spirit of mine in that day. When they do not internalize it, your efforts go for nothing.

Teachers’ opinions about if “attitudes of teachers towards students and lessons may differ among different levels” is summarized below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Agreed</th>
<th>Disagreed</th>
<th>Not stated</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Subject teachers</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Class teachers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School administrator</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School counselor</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4. Discussion and Conclusions

In this study, it has been tried to be determined the teachers’ and school administrators’ opinions, experiences and evaluations about “tracking” system in a school in which “tracking” system is applied. According to the general view of the teachers and school administrators, students of the tracking courses concept are seen as “categorizing in line with certain aims, and according to the certain standards”. Those standards dealing in these classes diversify as successes, capacities, knowledge, intelligences, and working situations of students. This definition is in parallel with the definitions in the literature [10, 22, 23, 37, 54, 66, 69]. When the strengths and weaknesses of this application were evaluated by the implementers, the prominent strength was increasing the success of students who are in a higher success group, and the prominent weakness was affecting students in a negative way psychologically. In the literature, such emphasizes were also encountered. Gilles [25] stated that categorizing students according to their abilities affect students especially in a “lower” ability group negatively. In the lower level classes, there is no positive role model for the students, and accordingly learning level decreases with the teachers who have lower expectations [6, 53, 66]. According to Cheung and Rudowicz [14], in the level based clusters, (with the anticipations of schools, teachers, or education authorities) regulations are made without considering the fact that abilities of students have been shaping by their personal preferences, decisions of parents, economical statuses, interests of other personal characteristics, historical and cultural reasons, and period of change. On the other hand, according to Argys, Rees and Brewer [3], level based clusters are based on an application in which “winner” and “loser” individuals are created, whereas it is an application which is implementing in the local schools in which minority groups inhabiting and those students are placed to the lower level classes according to Braddock [9]. In the light of these findings, it has been come into view that evaluating the effects of this application especially on the students who are in the lower level classes is an important necessity.

Moreover, all the teachers who were answered the question “Do you think that students are provided an education opportunity that in line with their abilities by means of level based classes?” claimed that this application does not provide such an opportunity that in line with their abilities through the level based classes. Similarly, there is not a supporting view such that level based class application contributes to bring up manpower in different qualities which is needed by the society. When the views of teachers in this topic were examined, whereas five of teachers emphasized that this application is already similar to dividing students to different high school types, four of teachers disagreed with them. According to Nevi [56], students’ socio-economic statuses, interests, abilities, and attitudes are different. These genetic differences have not been created by schools. Schools should classify students in terms of their interests and abilities. Through this way, it is aimed to meet each individual’s needs, and accordingly to increase the academic success [20, 22, 33, 34, 41]. This point of view definitely shows us the underlying implicit philosophy beyond the level based classes. In this way, step-by-step explaining and slow-going programs for the lower level students; and fast, comprehensive and elaborate programs for higher level students are suggested. Through examining them, level based class applications can be considered as servicing to bring up manpower which is needed by the society. Whereas students in higher success levels are prepared for the further educational institutions, through directing students in lower level clusters to vocational education, not only the need of manpower is
fulfilled, but also those students receive education in line with their abilities. This situation reflects the class theory at the same time. In the studies of Hallam, Ireson and Davies [28], the findings revealed that although the students are divided into level based classes according to diverse variables, teachers generally teach tempering to an "average student". From this point of view, characteristics of students and teachers factor can be thought as more effective than "implementing styles". On the other hand, according to Cheung and Rudowicz [14], the fact that students in higher success levels receive education in “good” schools is not an example of “level cluster application”, but a product of an educational gap. This condition is observed more intense especially after students are placed in classes when the situations do not allow mobility.

Teachers claim that academic success is generally effective in determining which students should continue in which level based class. There are some teachers who state that class point averages of fifth grade or school report point (four teachers) are used as a criterion of academic success. Also, there are some teachers who state that Placement Tests implementing by the Ministry of National Education (five teachers) are used as a criterion of academic success. However, the important point is that it can be thought as this division may cause a kind of “labeling” in the minds of both students and teachers. This labeling carries with different expectations of students in different level based classes (fast learners, slow learners etc.). After a student placed in a level based cluster at the beginning of his/her academic life, rest of his/her studentship is evaluated in terms of that level and evaluations are made related to those criteria [67]. Starting from a similar thought, Boaler, William and Brown [7] define level based clusters as distributing the students with the idea that they have ability levels which are thought as relatively unchangeable and they need an education in line with those levels.

Furthermore, studies emphasize that in case of implementing level based classes, transitivity between levels is quite important. For instance, in a study of Lunn and Ferri [43] in which he investigated the level based classes, he demonstrated that within the period of three years, approximately 75% of students have not been transferred to a different level although they were in the wrong one. This situation can be interpreted as the fact that students are tend to adapt the level in which they are part of; and as a natural result of this situation, the mobility is limited [59]. On the other hand, in the schools in which different education programs are implemented, transitivity between classes carries with many difficulties in terms of both separating students from their classmates and adapting to a new education program [43]. In the schools in which transitivity between classes provided and level based classrooms are implemented effectively, it has been seen that the students’ process of changing classroom is time-consuming and complicated. In the schools in which intra-class level based system is implemented, on the other hand, teachers are in the position of following students every day regularly, and evaluating them in terms of in which group each student would work at best. It is seen in these examples that when decisions are made regarding which student should be placed in which group flexibility and professional autonomy are needed [18].

Five teachers out of nine answered the question “how is the relationship between students in different tracking classes?” as weak and disconnected. In different tracking classes, not only the number of question that solved in classes and the level of difficulty of those questions but also the discipline problems and the class atmosphere change in different aspects. Seven teachers have stated that the discipline problems existed in lower level classes. On the other hand, a teacher has mentioned that different level based classes had different problems. Nine teachers have stated that in different level based classes, the behavior of teachers to students and lectures changed; however, the teacher has claimed that there is no difference in different level based classes. Elementary school is the period of students to join groups. Joining to a peer or play groups of elementary level students is obligation in terms of both requirement and becoming socialized [4]. This requirement is done by leaguing together in both in-class and out of class. However, it is seen that the natural period is interfered when the level cluster is studied. The closest friends are separated on account of the fact that the level difference that is found by standard test. Results of the period of discrimination are unspeaking to the low based classes and not being friends with them. Influences do not occur only in students, it can be said that a presupposition is formed in teachers whether they do not accept or aware of it. Especially in the case that the different teachers give lecture to the different based classes, a hidden competition occurs between the teachers and the criteria of the teachers who give lectures to high level based classes are discussed. In summary, from the angle of teachers, level based class application which is placing students in different classes with discriminator understanding express discriminator and negative pedagogical understanding. Instead of this, it can be suggested that since there is a heterogeneous discriminator, then individualized education in heterogeneous classes can be used according to student’s different ways of learning and potentials.
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Figure 3: The impact of ability groupings on educational outcomes. (Source: Education World, 2016).


